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Owner | 7/1/2016-Current
 Professional Photographer, Videographer, & Writer
 Producer, Director, Editor, Director of Photography
 Website Developer, Blogger, and Social Media Manager/Content Writer

Messiah College Video Producer & Photographer | 4/1/2017-5/21/2019
 Photography Director & Concept Design
 Featured Across messiah.edu and The Bridge Magazine
 Video Second Shooter and Audio Producer

Videography Intern | 5/21/2018-10/1/2018
 Editor, Screenwriter, & Blogger
 Producer of Second Opinion, A Documentary Series
 Second Shooter

Creative Strategist | 12/1/2017-5/1/18
 Conceptual Director of Advertising 
 Blog & Screenwriter
 Public Relations Department & Website Development 
 Photography Director & Videographer

Dr. Crystal Downing’s Editor | 5/1/2017-8/30/17
 Editor of The Wages of Cinema: Looking through the Lens of Dorothy Sayers 
 Transcriber
 Citation Analyst

Messiah College Writing Center Tutor | 8/27/2016-12/15/2017
 Online and In-Person Tutor 
 Grading Academic Papers for Supervising Professor

Messiah College Work Study | 5/1/2017-8/30/17
 Contract Processor
 Interface with Professors and Professionals
 File Reorganizer

CONTACT:
845-476-0653 | stillpoetryphotography@gmail.com
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STILL POETRY PHOTOGRAPHY
WRITING CLIENTS

Author of intricacies are just cracks in the wall
 Poetry collection following the life of a woman escaping an abusive relationship
 Author and director of screenplay adaptation
 Available on Amazon, BN.com, and other international retailers
Commissioned Author of Saw the Sea, a World War II Novel
 Current project
 Redacted - NDA
Commissioned Author of Innocent Until Proven Screenplay 
 Adaptation based on the original novel Innocent Until Proven
Simply Write Blog
 Independently owned and run variety blog 
 https://www.isimplywrite.com
Still Poetry Patreon
 https://www.patreon.com/stillpoetry
Freelance Editor
 The Wages of Cinema: Looking through the Lens of Dorothy Sayers 
 Screenplays by Bulgarian filmmaker
Peregrine Review
 Selected poet for Messiah College’s literary review
Excite Creative Studios
 Copy and content writer for client social media posts, blogs, websites
 https://www.excitecs.com/
James Innes Group
 Resume copywriter
Freelance Web Designer/Content Writer
 Sarcastic Duo Blog
 Cultivate Goodness Therapy
 SimaBaby
 Still Poetry Photography
BravoGroup Blog Writer
 Wrote for their blog to promote their internship program
Freelancer.com
 https://www.�eelancer.com/u/stillpoetry
Upwork.com
 https://www.upwork.com/�eelancers/~0125e5733eb0f11a15

Writing portfolio & samples upon request



REVIEWS OF SARAH HENRY’S WRITING

Dr. Kerry Hasler-Brooks, English Professor at Messiah College
 Sarah Henry writes both the pain and the joy of her story with profound urgency. Her poems fight   
 back against the silence and stigma around violence, sexuality, and mental health. They rage. And   
 yet tenderly, through it all, they carry a promise of life and love restored. intricacies are just cracks   
 in the wall is a marvel of writing that is simultaneously novel and verse with a surprising feat of   
 stylized sonnets in the middle that rip your heart out. With stunning language and clear vision,   
 Henry gives us a book that demands our attention and earns our trust.
Sarah Giardina, Librarian
 Intricacies are just cracks in the wall weaves a powerful story of trauma, persistence, and healing. It    
 captures the weight of depression and abuse with accuracy and unapologetic force. This story is a   
 captivating experience, with beautiful, nuanced writing and a protagonist so real it feels as though   
 she is sitting beside you telling you her story." - 
Rachel Sulonen Lowrie, High School English Teacher
 Henry pushes beyond the misogynistic determination of what is social acceptable to publicly speak   
 about. This collection of poems not only encourages the reader to think critically about their own   
 dating life, but their mental health, the health of their loved ones, and how they impact others.   
 Henry communicates pain, struggle, and the beginnings of recovery.
Nathan Gorkos, High School English Teacher
 It's a very non-traditional love story. It is both a testament to the love of language as well as to the   
 different kinds of loving relationships. Poetry in motion. I have feelings and I understand poets   
 have feelings, too, but I don't like reading about love or addiction in a voice that either assumes I   
 have never had those same feelings/experiences before, or reads like somebody translated a truly   
 meaningful sentiment/image into a foreign language and then Google Translated it a couple more   
 times "for effect." All of this is just a long-winded way to say Sarah Margaret Henry's debut poetry   
 collection (although maybe "collection" isn't the right word) is exceptional both in its overall   
 achievement and for not making me feel like a complete doofus.
Maggie Shive, English Major
 When there are five people living in an apartment that should really only be meant for three or   
 four, and there are only two small bookcases to share between all of you, and three of you are senior  
 English majors, shelving space comes at a premium. I really had to think hard about what    
 not-school books I was going to bring with me this year. All this to say, intricacies are just cracks in   
 the wall was one of the chosen ones, and I do not regret that decision one bit. Sarah creates a   
 beautiful, heartbreaking, but ultimately powerful narrative through her poetry.


